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Heart and S.O.L.E. in step:
Leana Laroque '17 gives
team insight

JORDANA JOY '17

ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR
n the midst of free food, warm
lounges on Chapel field and
Peacock Pond boat races,
Wheaton's step team S.O.L.E.
kicked off the Friday of this year's
Spring Weekend with their third
annual STOMP OUT. The team
collaborated with Paraiso Latino,
TRYBE and Tap Out Loud as well
as hosted performances by VUJ.
S.O.L.E. performances have
proven to receive proud,
ecstatic reception from their
audiences. Although they have
three major performances a
year, including Party, TRYBE
Gala and STOMP OUT, the
step team makes an effort to
collaborate with other performance art groups and clubs
on campus. They recently
performed with the violinists
on campus and at Relay for Life
this past weekend.
Perfecting routines in these
performances involves a lot of
prior planning and practice.
S.O.L.E. practices an average
of two hours a day, five days
a week during regular season and up to three hours a
day, seven days a week when

I

Dr. Larycla Hawkins. Credit: Google

Two Wheatons collide during
Larycia Hawkins visit
LUCAS ROSA '18
DESIGN EDITOR

S

tudents, staff and faculty filled
the Cole Memorial Chapel on
April 13 to attend a talk by
_Professor of Political Science, Dr.
larycia Hawkins, titled "Embodied
Solidarity and the Other Wheaton."
Hawkins is from the University of
Virginia and formerly of the 'other'
Wheaton College in Illinois.
She spoke of standing with the
?Ppressed and acting against inwlUstice rather than simply discuss-

-

ing it. Derron Wallace '07, who is
Associate Professor of Education
and Sociology at Brandeis, helped
to facilitate student questions after
the talk.
Hawkins was suspended from
Wheaton College in Illinois for her
posts on social media in which -~he
stated her intent to wear a h11ab.
Hawkins eventually wore the hijab
headscarf for over a month as an
act of solidarity with Muslims and
an act of Christian advent worship
to stand with the oppressed.
"The [social media) post initiated

a national and international conversation about the nature of God and
the possibility (for] multi-faith solidarity in a time where islamophobia, xenophobia and racism are
as, if not more, prolific than in any
time [during] our history," President
Dennis Hanno said.
While Hawkins did not talk about
her departure from Wheaton, Illinois, she explained
Cont. on page 5

preparing for a major show or
performance.
"The commitment is really
up there. You really need to
manage your time much more
than you normally do because
you 're there sweating for
two hours a day," said Leana
Laraque '17, S.O .L.E.'s Junior
Advisor. "You really need to
love what you do to commit
that much time to it."
Laraque has been a member
of S.0.L.E. for three years and
is also a member of SGA and
the Pre-Health Society. The
current captain of the team is
Tyler Hicks '16.
Although leadership in the
team usually have a few years
of experience, freshman and
other joining members don't
need experience to join. "It
was another way to channel my
creative energy that was fun
but also my workout for the
day," Laraque said.
Stepping and step teams
have a rich history within African-American communities.
The dance began by workers in
coal mines using their bodies
to create

Cont. on page 7

- - - - - - - - - - --- -- - Inside this issue: The rising rate of online suicid~ pacts (page_ 3), a student's posters argue that drinking milk is a
feminist issue (page 4) and Wheaton baseball clinches the third seed for NEWMACs (page 8).
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Wheaton College Public Safety log
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation, Apr 15, 2016-Friday at 14:58
Location: KEEFE HALL
Summary: RP reports many students on Keefe patio off Howard by Jewish Life House drinking.
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Apr 15, 2016-Friday at 18:09
Location: CHAPEL FIELD
Summary: Report of female on Chapel Field coughing up blood. U100, U11 & NFD responding. Being
transported to Sturdy Hospital for evaluation.
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Medical Incident Alcohol related, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 01:04
Location: MCINTIRE HALL
Summary:
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Medical Incident Alcohol related, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 01:13
Location: MCINTIRE HALL
Summary:
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 16:06
Location: STANTON HALL
Summary: Report of strong smell of marijuana at Stanton 2nd floor
HAZARD Safety Hazard, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 16:57
Location: KEEFE HALL
Summary: Area Coordinator requesting Officer assistance for students seen out on roof at Keefe
(Howard Street side)

From the editor

A

s the year begins to wrap
up, a number of final exhibitions from seniors
took place this week.
The senior art show opened
on April 16, displaying a range
of work from student artists.
Pieces included photographs,
drawings and objects, and the
students seemed relieved.
I also went to see the senior
recital of Emily Bergmann, one
of the Wire's copy editors.
That being said, most thesis
defenses are still in the future,
and seniors are trying to hammer out dates. Although they
represent the pinnacle of various disciplines at the undergraduate level, the pervading
feelings among seniors seem
to be stress and relief at being
finished.
If you're interested in politics,

it's going to be an intense week.
Two major former politicians
will visit Wheaton; Christine
Todd Whitman, the former governor of New Jersey and admin·
istrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency, will give a
talk on environmental politics
on Wednesday. Whitman was
the first EPA administrator un·
der George W. Bush.
A day later, former Senate
Majority Leader George Mitc~ell will speak in the chapel. Hes
had a long career in both do·
mestic and international politics,
serving as special envoy for the
Northern Ireland peace process
during the Clinton administra·
tion, as well as special envoy to
the Middle East under Obama.

ASK

ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 17:15
Location: KEEFE HALL
Summary: Smell of marijuana at Keefe 1st floor
HAZARD Safety Hazard, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 19:21
Location: GEBBIE HALL
Summary: Area Coordinator reporting students out on the balcony at the back of Gebbie
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 20:43
Location: STANTON HALL
Summary: Smell of marijuana at Stanton 2nd floor
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 20:51
Location: MEADOWS HALL NORTH
Summary: Report of 2 intoxicated males on Meadows North 3rd Floor
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 21:03
Location: MEADOWS HALL NORTH
Summary: Alcohol confiscated
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Medical Incident Alcohol Related, Apr 16, 2016-Saturday at 22:20
Location: HAAS ATHLETIC FACILITY
Summary: Intoxicated female at Haas. Norton Rescue transporting student to Sturdy Hospital for
evaluation.
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Apr 17, 2016- Sunday at 05:18
Location: DAVIS INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Summary: CALLER STATES UNRESPONSIVE FEMALE ON COUCH, STILL BREATHING. 105(SOUZA)
AND 106(BARBOSA) RESP. NO RESCUE NEEDED. VICTIM WILL REMAIN IN CUSTODY OF ROOMMATES.
TRAFFIC Motor Vehicle Accident, Apr 20, 2016- Wednesday at 13:34
Location: PARKING LOT 7
Summary: Damaged the right front bumper, scratched
MEDICAL Medical Incident. Apr 20, 2016- Wednesday at 17:08
Location: KNAPTON HALL
Summary: Report of student passing out and having difficulty breathing. U106, U102 and Norton Fire
Department responding.
HAZARD Safety Hazard, Apr 20, 2016-Wednesday at 17:49
Location: Young Hall
Summary: Students on large boulder
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WHEATON COLLEGE HO OR CODE
As members of the Wheaton community, we commit ourselves to act
honestly, responsibly, and above all, with honor and integrity in all areas
of campus life. We are accountable for all that we say and write. We are
responsible for the academic integrity of our work. We pledge that we
will not misrepresent our work nor give or receive unauthorized aid. We
commit ourselves to behave in a manner which demonstrates concern for
the personal dignity, rights and freedoms of all members of the commu·
nity. We are respectful of college property and the property of others.
We will not tolerate a lack of respect for these values.

I accept responsibility to maintain the Honor Code at all times.
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Have a correction or letter to the editor? Send an email to kilduff_adam@wheatoncollege.
edu, or come visit us! We meet in the 1960 Room in Balfour on Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
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Can we die together?: Japanese youths
make suicide pacts online

Reputability plays a vital role in what news we read.

Credit: Google
SHRUTI SUDARSAN '19

FOR THEW/RE

O

n March 10, 2006, a
car was discovered in a
lightly wooded area of
Saitama, Tokyo. As the investigators were called to the investigate the area the scene was all
too familiar: th~ windows were
taped shut; a plastic bag was
discovered containing traces
of crushed sleeping pills; a row
of charcoal burners were found
that sucked the oxygen from the
car- asphyxiating the five young
lllen and one woman inside.
This incidence was one of the
numerous cases of suicide that
has plagued Japan for many
Years. These illuminate a tragic
Paradox: while it is internationally known for the longevity of
its citizens, Japan also has the
less favourable reputation of
being a "suicide nation".
Suicide, which Christian
teachings have referred to as
"the sin against the Holy God"
Occupies a different realm in
the minds of the West than in
Japan, where 'altruistic' forms
of suicide exist as a result of a
9eep sympathy for martyrs, and
self-disembowelment with a
blade is an appropriate reaction
to dishonour.
Today, the vast majority of
news and journal articles have
attributed the rise in suicide to
the economic recession. Yet it is
important to note that suicide
is the leading cause of death
among the youth and not the
middle aged working population. Thus, in a society where

Credit: Google
suicide is -dare I say-normalized what role does the marriag~ of suicide-positive culture
and the Internet play in the rise
of Internet suicide pacts among
the Japanese youth?
Widespread Internet access
has also led to the formatio_n _of
Internet suicide pacts. A suicide
pact refers to an arran~e~~nt
between two or more md1v1duals to die together or at close
to the same time. The first
mention of these suicide pacts
date back to October 2000 .
with Japanese suicide we~s1tes
devoted to 'how to commit
suicide'.
These website forums often
show how existential crises such
as.. "Why was I born? Who am
anyway? I think there is no
1
meaning to life" and resent
ment: "When I was 10 years
old my parents scolded me.
Sin~e then I started thinking
there is no meaning for me to
are causes of absence
I.IVe"
'
I
of meaning and subsequent y,
suicide. This choice to die _with
others is especially confusing,
as dying alone (~ore _than _
dying) is stigmatized in _society.
Therefore, conjoined with an
absence of meaning and an
existential crisis, is the overarching sense of loneliness that
almost all these internet posts
make reference to.
Thus it is clear that the
"worth' of living", or ikagai, is
a pertinent concern for the .
Japanese youth, and according
to anthropologists, is a _re~ult of
changing social roles within the
country. Prior to the World War

2, men were prescribed to be
the breadwinners of the family,
while women were to be the
housekeepers.
As these roles have changed
with Western influences, individuals' ikigai has become a
more open question . There is
a struggle to find meaning for
existence without traditional
social roles to fall back upon.
In an environment that battles
between traditional Japanese
roles and the rising influence of
Western values, Japanese youth
are unable to find a clearly set
ikagai as the previous generation were able to; this newly
found freedom brings a degree
of uncertainty and isolation that
remains for a prolonged period
of time, and results in anxiety,
loneliness, and stress.
All in all, the case of Internet
suicide pacts in Japan draws attention to the question of what
kinds of choices are available
within a cultural framework. As
individuals use the Internet to
find others with whom they can
communicate their experiences
of loneliness with, I question
whether modern Japan is
paying the price of pursuing
'individualism' with this sense
of detrimental loneliness and
alienation.
Especially in a society where
suicide is not seen as a way to
punish others or make a dramatic statement, are Internet
suicide pacts an attempt to
collectively bring about healing from a state of existential
loneliness?

Legitimacy of news. Who
says what 1s important?
JORDANA JOY '17
ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR
any of us have the
concept of "important
news" defined for us
from a very young age. Our
parents watch the news in the
morning. Your father changes
the radio channel, complaining
about "modern music" and
what a disgrace Katy Perry's
new hit single is to the working
middle-class family. Your mother
complains about coverage of the
recent presidential debate. Your
grandfather groans about the
gossip surrounding a popular
celebrity. "It's not real news"
Well, then, what is?
Current, popular arguments
surrounding the rise of TMZ
and celebrity coverage is that
we have focused our attention
from the important issue, such
as wars, world poverty and
violence, to more mundane,
superfluous topics like celebrity
lives, gossip and the latest fashion trends. Somehow, the rise of
one topic within journalism and
media has thus absolved another, outdating international and
domestic news on policy and replacing it with Kim Kardashian's
pregnancy.
However, examining news coverage from the past is different
from watching it in the present.
There are stories that can be

M

covered and easily forgotten
in a few years, or even week's
time. Coincidentally, a few large
events from the past could have
been intensively covered, and in
examining this journalism from a
future perspective, can be considered the absolute, complete
success of journalism within a
certain era. Therefore, we may
very well be evaluating the
past with rose-tinted nostalgia
glasses.
In further evaluating the mundanity of gossip news and the
light-hearted affects of tabloid
journalism, we must define news
before we can label something
as "non-news". If we are critical of our supposed favoritism
of celebrity lives over political
affairs, yet the majority of the
population consumes both or
favors "gossip" over "new",
what does this say about how
we distinguish news and entertainment.
Ultimately, our lives are
multi-faceted, yet there are
intentional biases in the subconscious ways that we choose
what to cover and how to consume it. Diversity is in our lives,
so it must be in our journalism
as well. If we gravitate towards
easier discussions and avoid the
more difficult ones, it is less of
a statement of news and more
of a statement of how we focus
on it.
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Bill VanPatten on
problems of second
language acquisition
YUCHEN WANG '18
WIRE STAFF

ave you ever struggled
with learning a second language from a textbook? Bill
VanPatten, director of language
instruction in the Department of
Romance and Classical Studies
at Michigan State University, discussed these issues during a talk
titled 'Against Rules: Second Language Acquisition' in Holley Room,
Mary Lyon.
The lecture on April 18 discussed problems with material in
textbooks for students learning a
second language. VanPatten, internationally known for his work in
second language acquisition and
instruction placed emphasis on input process, processing and acquisition, morpho-syntactic relationships, and teaching instructions.
He began by asking why second language learners fail to acquire what is taught to them. He
explained that it was because
something in our head is different from what's on the pages of a
textbook. He introduced the idea
of linguistic system, which was an
abstract and complex mental representation of language.
There are explicit (with awareness) and implicit (without awareness) differences in learning the
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The posters put up around campus by Kimberly WIiiiams '16. Credit: Kunzang Tshering '17

Got Milk?: Campus wide posters argue
dairy consumption is a feminist issue
KUNZANG TSHERING '17
NEWSED/TOR

s drinking milk an issue of fominism? Yes, according to posters
around campus that say 'cows
used by the dairy industry are intensively confined, continually
impregnated and bred for high
production with little concern for
their well-being.' One such poster
urges people to make connections
between what they consume and
what they believe.
Kimberly Williams '16 put up
these posters as an 'Outrageous
Act' for her Women's Studies class.
Williams connected the assignment that asked students to confront sexism or gender bias to her
own fight for animal rights. "I want
people to understand the connection between the all too common
product of milk and the truth behind how it's made on factory
farms in America," said Williams.
On the phrasing of the posters,
"I chose milk because the cow is
such as iconic image on milk cartons, dairy products. It's sadly
ironic that they use a happy cow
on their products because the process of obtaining milk is horrific,"
Williams said.
"Dairy cows are obviously female, and they are used and exploited because of their sex organs. To go further, these cows
are kept in very dirty and cramped
places, and are continuously inseminated. They need to be kept
pregnant in order to produce the
milk," Williams said, "I think feminists everywhere would agree that

I

this exploitation is wrong."
"I'm glad they have these posters around but I've seen a lot of
people just laughing at them because dairy is something that is
very hard to cut out from your diet.
I guess people are used to being
informed about animal cruelty all
the time so it doesn't really bother
them anymore," Deki Selden '17
said.
Others say that though important, this may not be a feminist issue. "The issue of milking relates
more to our destructive capitalist
methods of production than our
feminist beliefs. The issue of milking highlights the implications of
factory farming, and how we will
do anything for money, even if that
means torturing another living being just to satisfy intangible quotas, deadlines or numbers," Shruti
Sudarsan '19 said.
"Calling yourself a feminist has
been harder to do, as extremists
continue to forcefully push ideologies that take away attention from
the most important concept: the
equality of men and women. Yes,
the dairy industry should be given
more awareness, but smacking
'feminism' on a picture of a cow
just makes me think that if I drink
milk, I'm not a feminist," an anonymous student said.
Lindsay Orchowski, assistant
professor of psychology who has
taught both intro to women's studies and the psychology of women
said, "feminist science and theory
has long been concerned with objectification as well as issues relating to choice, cultural ideologies,

power and the body. If we take a
step back, it is possible to acknowledge links between each of these
issues of violence, choice, cultural
ideologies, power, and bodies in
human treatment of animals as
food sources."
"Feminist theory and science is
also rooted in a tradition of questioning the 'status quo', even when
it comes to things that are seemingly mundane in our lives; like the
food humans consume," Orchowski said, "Public dialogue regarding
a cultural phenomenon is often
the first step in raising awareness.
Perhaps these posters encourage
folks to take a second look at the
politics of their choices when it
comes to food."
"I would want people to start
doing more research. People have
no connection to their food today.
Everything is packaged, and the
food industry has gotten great at
deceiving people," Williams said
on the aim of her project. She
encourages others to watch the
'Cowspiracy' documentary on
Netflix or read 'Eating Animals' by
Johnathon Safran Foer.
Williams, a psychology major, said her career plans revolve
around human services but could
involve anirnel advocacy. "Either
way, I also plan on educating people around me and urging them to
do their own research. I also would
love to make more educational materials and hand them out wherever I go. I'll probably even be telling
people to stop eating animal products even in my grave," she said.

new language. In addition, VanPatten explained that second language acquisition involved input
(meaning bearing language), internal architecture (universal grammar) and processor (the mechanism that mediates between input
and internal architecture). Thus, he
concluded that classical grammar
rules do not always translate into
what is in our mind.
In addition, VanPatten added that language consists of two
types of phrases: lexical phrases
and functional phrases. These
phrases exist not in a linear order
but in a "stacked" hierarchical order. Explicit rules and the implicit
mental representation are qualitatively different things. Therefore,
explicit information like grammar
rules cannot take the place of input, processing mechanisms, and
the internal architectures.
later on, Van Patten compared
the implicit mental representation
of language and the explicit rules
on the textbooks with water and
oil. He stated that what learners
get in their heads is an implicit
mental representation of language
like oil, but what is on the textbooks are explicit rules like water.
Classical rules cannot become the
implicit system because there is no
way to transform water into oil.

Bill VanPatten. Credit: sites.google.com
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Two Wheatons collide at Larycia Hawkins visit
Cont. from page 1

~~ r~asoning behind her actions.
M u~lim lives matter, because
uslim bodies matter... (this is] why
1
M:o~e a hijab in solidarity with my
slim sisters, because human de~ency predicated on human dignity
emanded it," Hawkins said.
la~~Wkins began her talk by exp ining that society has failed to
apply human dignity to all people
and has instead started dehu~nizin~ ?thers out of fear. "Our
beeo-p~lrtrcal imaginations need to
bo r~wrred to believe that (human]
th·dies matter," Hawkins said. "You
ink you believe human bodies
matter, but you don't; that's why I
am here."
Much of Hawkins talks con~~rned . moving college students'
. eoretical solidarity and sympathy
into
I
.
. rea -world action. "I am convi~ced that we have made peace
With op press1on,
. ,. Haw k'ins said,
"Y,
y ou, mostly college students .. .
ou read the news from various
Perspectives so you can be 'educated' about injustice, but does it
;Ppall you or is it just fodder for [inellectual] conversation?"
Hawkins said that academia
te nd s to be viewed as being educated, but they are often being
complicit. "It's not complicated,

theoretical solidarity. Sitting on my
ass while other languish, is lazy...
[Embodied solidarity) is moving
beyond the peace we have made in
our heart with oppression," Hawkins said.
Hawkins made clear that donning a hijab was about suffering
with the oppressed, and learning
from others rather than teaching
them. "You are privileged and you
have a responsibility to place yourself among the oppressed and the
suffering," Hawkins said. "Embodied solidarity is not about 'lowering' yourself, it is about humbling
yourself to see people in their suffering ... it is about a collective human consciousness and it requires
developing your vision ."
Hawkins also addressed the importance of moving out of one's
own comfort zone to seek different
perspectives. She said that many
millennials from 'Generation X' are
moving to towns to live with people
who think just like them, instead of
having ideologies challenged or
discussed. "Many of us live in pockets of conformity where we are not
challenged to [have] anything more
than our own views on anything
from politics, to religion, to suffering. We evade and escape suffering," Hawkins said.
Wallace moderated the discus-

sion as students asked Hawkins
questions, including ones on Pope
Francis and her response to objections that what she did may have
been cultural appropriation. "The
difference here is cultural appropriation often borders on a kind of
unthoughtful presumptiveness .. .
as opposed to [genuinely] walking
with [the oppressed]," Hawkins
said.
Hawkins conceded that she was
in a privileged position as a Christian women wearing the hijab and
having the freedom physically take
it off. "The hijab is a lifestyle; it's a
lifestyle of purity and commitment
to the faith, so actually I haven't
taken off the hijab," Hawkins said.
"Wearing the hijab made me more
aware of the kind of persecution
Muslim women face on a daily basis."
Hawkins encouraged students
to not just be symbolically united with the oppressed but to act
on it and see perspectives other
than the ones written in textbooks.
"Oppression is an opportunity to
walk with others," Hawkins said. "I
think walking with other people in
their suffering is about one of the
most radical things we can do."
Larycia Hawkins speaks in the Chapel. Credit: Clare Prober '16

Sameena Mulla speaks on the violence of care
'<UNZANG TSHERING '17
NEws EDITOR

S

ameena Mu Ila, Assistant Professor of Anthropology at
Wh Marquette Unive rsity, visited
"T eat~n to talk about her book,
r he Viole nce of Care: Rape Vic~rns, Forensic Nurses and Sexual
ssault Intervention."
Mulla's book was published in
2
MOl4 and received an Honorable
Mention for the 2015 Eileen Basker
S e~orial Prize, presented by the
r~ciety for Medical Anthropology.
. e April 18 visit was made pos~1ble ~y ~~ Wheaton Institute for
nterd1sc1phnary Humanities.
Research for this book began as
~ulla, a trained rape crisis advo,ate, wanted to learn more about
sexual assault forensic examinar
. 10 ns through both legal and medical lenses. She became interested
in this post-rape care research af;er hearing stories of sexual assault
rorn friends and family.
f Mulla's research was conducted
or four years in emergency rooms
~altimore, a city with high popuation density and crime rates. The
Population of Baltimore is 60% African American, who are over-rep~sented in all patient populations.
Ulla also felt that this issue was

t

not being discussed openly as ev- ual assault . "Interactions are so
structured with police and nurses.
erything was 'coded.'
Most of the book is focused on I didn't want to be the anthropolsexual assault nurse examiners and ogist but just tell their story," she
their interactions with sexual as- said.
sault victims, in terms of power dynamics and collection of evidence.
Mulla spoke about treating the
patient, whether male or female,
as a 'victim' who automatically becomes the most feminized person
in interactions with nurses and police officers.
During a question and answer
session with students, Mulla also
spoke about how sexual assault
cases are handled in colleges. The
victim is often told to find 'evidence' before anything else as the
police want to see that demonstrated commitment.
She said that this was an incorrect way to handle it as forensic
analysis of hair, fingerprints and
ballistics is still 'science fiction.' She
emphasized that one can get treatment and referrals without a sexual
assault investigation.
Mulla's advice to students who
had friends or loved ones tell them
about their own assault experiences was to affirm the experience and
reflect their emotions and story.
Sameena Mulla. Credit: Google
She used this advice in the emergency room with victims of sex-

Mulla's book The Violence of Care. Credit: Google
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New theme houses approved for next year
OLIVIA MILNE '18
FEATURES EDITOR

ext semester, the Wheaton College theme house
community will welcome
two new theme houses onto campus. The first, House of REPS (Residents Engaged in Political Science),
will be a political science focused
house headed by Joshua Kelly '17.
The second, SOHL (Student Organization of Hispanics and Latinos)
House, will concentrate on raising
awareness for Hispanic and Latin
American cultures as presided over
by Mateo Espinosa '19.
House of REPS will work closely
with Wheaton's Political Science
Department and organizations like
Model United Nations to engage
the campus in political activity.
It will reside in the 46 East Main
Street property. The goal of House
of REPS is to provide its residents
and the Wheaton community as
a whole with the opportunity to

N

openly discuss and debate political issues through both ideological
and practical lenses.
SOHL House, which will reside
in Bittersweet House, plans to
work closely with student organizations such as the Latino Student
Association to raise awareness of
Hispanic and Latin American cultures on Wheaton's campus. The
six residents of this house are all
from different places, including
Ecuador, Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil, Puerto Rico and Miami. Despite
the house's small size, president
Mateo Espinosa '19 has said that
while they were applying for the
house, 28 students expressed interest in being involved and living
there. SOHL House already has a
number of events planned for next
semester to accomplish their goals.
"We have a ton of events planned
already and have a really good calendar," said Espinosa, "I'm most
happy about our Latin American
barbecue and simple events that

just have to do with culture."
SOHL House plans on having a
number of small events, such as a
Day of the Dead celebration, and
plans on hosting student dances
with LSA. "We have a few huge
events planned too for n xt semester. People will be able to come to
the house and learn about what
it's like to be Latin American and
Hispanic," said Espinosa. Espinosa
said that the house will also help to
increase awareness of diversity on
campus. "When people hear about
Wheaton College, they don't specifically think about our diversity.
We're not as diverse as we could
be, but one of the good things for
prospective students is saying we
have this theme house," said Espinosa.
These two theme houses will
definitely add to the diverse culture of Wheaton's theme houses
next semester.

Credit: Do/ma Yangdon '18
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Porter Cleveland
Fellows announced
for this summer
NICOLE LABRESH '17
SENIOR WRITER

/Tis

Don't Panic: problematic
opinions and love
AUDREY DUBOIS '17 AND
EMILY BERGMANN '16

WIRE STAFF AND
COPY EDITOR

Dear Audrey and Emily,
I really like a boy but he has
some very problematic opinions.
Should I let this stop me from pursuing him?
-- Righteous
Audrey:
Dear Righteous,
The next time you think a person is nice outside of what they
say or do, ask yourself: What is a
person outside of what they say or
do? Nothin_q. He is nothinq.

Your "crush" is merely a biological drive, comprised of chemicals
simulating genuine emotion.
Tell him to play the quiet game.
Whoever stays quiet the longest
wins.
Threaten a ritualistic witch-burning if he speaks such heresy.
Excommunicate him.
Fall in love with something that
does not have problematic opinions. Fall in love with something
that does not have opinions. Fall
in love with doing your best and
trying your hardest
Emily:
Dear Righteous,
I know some people suffer fools

less lightly than others, but I think
if you already like him it's worth
giving some benefit of the doubt.
You can't change people, and you
shouldn't being pursuing someone thinking that. But, it is possible to change someone's mind. If
you really like this person, despite
some of their unsavory opinions,
you could be a good influence on
them by illt.tminating them with
your views. I'd also point out that if
someone is blatantly racist, sexist,
homophobic, or anything else extreme that directly counters your
morality, you should probably just
leave it. Although this doesn't
stop a lot of people.

the season for students finding out whether or not they have been
selected to receive some highly
coveted funding for their summer endeavors. The latest slew
of winners has been announced
for the Porter Cleveland Fellows
Program. This year's fellows include Danielle Dickinson '17, Gabrielle Maginn '17, Olivia Milne
'18 and Julia Daniels '17.
The Porter Cleveland Fellows
Program was established in 2005
in honor of Nancy Lyon Porter
'43. Her daughter, Elizabeth Porter Daane '77, wanted to facilitate
this gift as a tribute to her mother's commitment to community
service. The program provides
students interning or volunteering in the Cleveland, Ohio area
with $3,500 and paid housing at
Case Western Reserve University
for the summer.
Dickinson is a Political Science and Women's and Gender
studies double major. She will
be interning at CWRU National Initiative on Mixed-Income
Communities, an organization at

Case Western Reserve University
that works to reduce urban pov·
erty and to promote successful
mixed-income communities. It
conducts research and evaluations and compiles existing lit·
erature in order to make information more readily available to
policymakers.
Maginn is also a double major
in Political Science and Women's
and Gender studies. Her internship site will be Equality Ohio,
which advocates for fair treat·
ment and equal opportunity for
LGBT Ohioans.
Milne is a Political Science ma•
jor. She will be interning at the
Legal Aid Society of Cleveland,
an organization that works to secure justice for low income and
vulnerable individuals.
Daniels is an African, African American, diaspora studies
major. She will be working at
NewBridge Cleveland Center
for Arts and Technology, a vocational center for adults looking
to start careers. It also provides
programs with free classes for
local high school students that
introduce them to the arts and
technology.

·. . .
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Heart and S.O.L.E. in step: Leana Laroque '17 gives team insight
Cont. from page 1

rhythms, sounds and beats.
It is further rooted in historically black fraternities and
soro rities in a number of national universities and colleges.
Step dancing and teams were
further established as a competitive schoo lyard song and

dance. Stepping also features
chanting, percussion sounds,
singing and speaking.
Given the complex nature
of stepping, the extended
time and practice allotted
for S.O.L.E. is well reasoned.
"I think we're very hard on
ourselves in term of our look
and sound," laraque said. "I

guess we have a reputation of
being precise a lot since we
hold ourselves to such a high
standard. I mean, that's a nice
thing to have on campus,"
laraque said.
The intense rigor of their
schedule also impacts their
team dynamic. "When you're
spending so much time togeth-

er and doing something so
different and unique, you really
do get close,'' said Laraque,
"You have to be like that because it can get stressful really
quick."
Although S.O.L.E. prides
themselves on their work ethic,
they have yet to delve into the
competitive sphere of step-

ping. "I see the team getting
bigger and bigger, which is terrifying; that's a lot of people,"
Laraque said. "I see us branching off and making a name
for Wheaton. I think if people
keep auditioning and working
hard, I honestly think we could
take it to places that I couldn't
even imagine right now."

Lumineers review
EMILY BLAY '19

WIRE STAFF
n April 8, 2016, The Lumineer's second studio
album titled 'Cleopatra'
was re leased to the eager ears
of wa iting fans worldwide. The
album comes four years after the
group's self-titled debut album
that secured The Lumineer's
reputation as a folk- inspired, alternative band. The band is most
famous for their single "Ho Hey,"
which can still be heard on radio
stations from time to time.
The band formed in Denver,
Colorado and consists of three
primary members: Wesl ey
Shultz (lead vocals), Jeremiah
Friatzes (percussion) and Neyla
Pekarek (backup vocals).
The standard version of the
new album features eleven
tracks while the deluxe version features fifteen songs. Of
course, there are bonus tracks.
The most popular song off the
record as of now is "Ophelia,"
which is an attention grabbing
song with a simp le melody
fitted to the band's signature
upbeat sound. Also featured
on the album is the brooding,
me lancholy tune "Gale Song"

O

that the band wrote for The
Hunger Games: MockingjayPart 1 in 2013 from the point of
view of Gale, a character often
left in the shadows in the plot
of the famous books and film.
As expected, the songs on
the album are rather stripped
in nature with simp listic beats
and few instruments used to
create a timeless sound. The
album opens with the song
"Sleep On the Floor" and the
crooning voice of lead singer
Schultz singing, "Pack your
toothbrush dear/ Pack yourself
a favorite blouse," words that
create an image as picturesque
as the band's sound itself. The
song "Cleopatra" that gives
the album its name as well as
another single titled "Angela"
both contribute to the classic
sound the band has cultivated
since their first album.
Overall, the album is worth a
listen. For those who enjoyed
The Lumineers's debut album,
the follow-up is sure to not disappoint. The Lumineers have
proved that they are much
more than one song that was
a hit on the radio. 'Cleopatra'
proves that The lumineers are
here to stay.

Great Woods Chamber Orchestra performing at Smith College Credit: Celia Graham ' 19

Great Woods Chamber Orchestra
visits Smith College
CELIA GRAHAM '19

WIRE STAFF
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heaton's Great Woods
Chamber
Orchestra
traveled to Smith College to perform in Celestial Melodies on April 16. The program
featured Gordeli's "Concertina
for Flute and Orchestra, Op. 8,"
Gould's "American Salute" and
Holst's "The Planets, Op. 32. "
As well as the Great Woods
Chamber Orchestra, Celestial
Melodies hosted the Smith
Orchestra and the Smith College Choirs. The pieces were
conducted by Delvyn Case,
Associate Professor of Music
at Wheaton College, Jonathan
Hirsh, Director of Orchestral and Choral Activities at
Smith College and Amanda G.
Huntleigh, Assistant Director
of Choral Activities an d Lect urer in Music at Smith College.

The program began with a
piece highlighting the talents
of Sunnie Yi Ning, the Smith
College Orchestra Concerto
Competition winner. The piece
included portions that were
both quick and slow but came
together cohesively. The concert continued with American
Salute, which featured melodies from the recognizable
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home," giving it a patriotic
feel.
The Wheaton College
Orchestra joined in in the
second half of the concert,
which featured "The Planets,
Op. 32." The piece had seven
movements, each titled after
planets and including descriptions hinting at the sound of
the movement. Each of the
movements was sonically
distinct, but all together, the
piece created an ai ry and ex-

traterrestrial sound.
The final movement, "Neptune, the Mystic," was concluded with the unexpected voices
of the Smith College Choirs
bringing the listener back to
Earth.
The Great Woods Chamber
Orchestra includes not only
students from Wheaton but
also community members. The
orchestra creates collaboration
and pushes members to perform a myriad of pieces from
different traditions.
The next Great Woods
Chamber Orchestra concert
will be held on May 8 where
they will performing the Rosa
Parks symphony as well as
other pieces. This concert will
feature guest Daniel Bernard
Roumain, an award winning
hip-hop violinist and composer.

.
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Wheaton baseball has clinched
the third seed for NEWMACs

Kobe Bryant 1s final game:
The end of an era
HOMAS HOLMES '16
SENIOR WRITER

fter 20 years solely with
the Los Angeles Lakers,
Kobe Bryant played his
last game on April 13th. The
thirty seven year old retired this
year after the struggling Lakers
played their final regular season
game against the Utah Jazz. No
one ever wants to end their career in the regular season, but if
there was any way to do it, Bryant did it. In the Lakers 101-96
victory against the Jazz, Bryant
was responsible for 60 of those
points.
The clock was ticking on Bryant's career even before he announced this season would be
his last. Great players retire all
the time-people get old, bodies
break down. The Lakers all-time
leading scorer, eighteen time
all-star, five time NBA champion, and two time Olympic gold
medalist was certainly a generational talent, but what separated
Bryant's retirement from other
players perhaps even greater in
skill than him (though there are
arguably few of those) was his
longevity and consistency both
as a player and as an icon.
Bryant never had the marketing monster behind him that Michael Jordan did. Any chance of
that ended after allegations of
sexual assault during 2003. But
without a doubt he'll go down
as one of the most memorable
players in the game. Bryant for a
whole generation of kids was the
face of basketball. Sure they saw
the tail end of Jordan and parts
of Lebron and now the burgeoning force that is Steph Curry, but
at the end of the day Kobe was
around through all of that. He
was the one consistency.

A

You could ask anyone on the
street to name one current NBA
player chances are they'd say,
"Kobe Bryant". He was on Nutella Jars back when he was wearing
the number eight and feuding
with Shaq even though they were
winning championships. Whole
generations of kids obnoxiously
call out his name before trying to
make threes. He is the definition
of an icon.
Bryant never had the chance to
truly go out on top. He didn't retire in his prime, and it was clear
that he had been slowing down.
The Lakers in recent years had
been a fragment of the team that
they were, last making the playoffs in 2012 and last winning the
NBA in the 2009-2010 season. So
it was evident even going into
the season that the team wasn't
going to give it's Bryant one
more chance at a title or a chance
to go out swinging. But despite it
all, Bryant left the game his way.
Looking back at that final
game, the number 24 on his jersey looked a lot like his old number 8. He might have switched
positions from shooting guard
to small forward and not moved
in the ways he used to, but he
played with fire and his trademark flair. Bryant always played
to the best of his abilities with
the Lakers and this was no exception.
There was no doubt from the
second the game started to his
post game, mic-dropping speech
that this was about "The Black
Mamba'' as he was dubbed for
his stone cold game winning
finishes. For the Lakers and the
NBA this marks the end of an
era. "Mamba Out!" said Bryant
to fans and supporters at the end
of his final game.

Jimmy Smith '16. Credit: Wheaton Athletics

KEVIN A. GIL '16
SPORTS EDITOR

heaton baseball have
clinched the third seed
heading into the NEWMAC Tournament after falling
to regular season title winners
MIT. The two teams played three
games to determine who would
take the NEWMAC regular season title and earn the right to
host the NEWMAC Tournament.
Wheaton was only able to take
one out of the three games,
which included a double header
on Saturday at Sidell Stadium.
"We have a great group of ball
players who show up each day
and give it their all," said senior
Jimmy Smith '16. "We have beat
a lot of quality baseball teams
and want to keep that going.
We have won a lot of close, hard
fought games against some very
good competition."
The Lyons headed into the
weekend with a 23-7 overall record. The most recent win was
against Western New England by
a score of 9-3. The most recent
conference victory was just two
days before against Coast Guard
by a score of 12-3. The win against
Coast Guard earned Wheaton
their tenth straight win in NEW-

W

MAC games this season. In the
following conference game, the
white and blue grabbed their
11th straight conference victory on the road against MIT. The
team needed just one win in the
double header played back at
Wheaton on the next day. With
one more win they would clinch
the NEWMAC regular season
title and the right to host the
NEWMAC Tournament.
Junior Michael Bruemmel '17
pitched eight innings for the Lyons giving up three runs on six
hits in game one. He also completed seven strikeouts. In the
bottom of the sixth inning Wheaton would earn back a run with
an RBI single by classmate Joey
Santigate '17. The run wouldn't
be enough for Wheaton to come
back and MIT took the first game.
Game two started out with
three MIT runners getting on
base. Sophomore Brady Furdon
'18 closed out the inning only
giving up one run. In the second
inning senior Justin Silvestro '16
leveled it at one off of an error.
By the seventh inning MIT scored
three more runs. Wheaton was
able to tie it back up at 4-4 before the start of the eighth with
three more runs. At the top of
the eighth inning MIT put the

game away for good scoring
three more runs off of two hits.
The loss left Wheaton as the
third seed heading into the con·
ference tournament.
"Falling to the third seed now
presents a new set of challenges
for our team," said Smith. "We
have been very successful on the
road this season and are excited
to see what kind of damage we
can do in the tournament."
On Sunday, Wheaton closed
out their difficult weekend schedule with a loss against nationally
ranked University of Southern
Maine. The Huskies were ranked
16th in the weekly D3baseball.
com national rankings and they
proved exactly why with a 9-0
win over Wheaton.
Wheaton's next competition
is on the road against Wesleyan
on Tuesday April 26. Wheaton
will compete in the NEWMAC
Tournament Semifinal on Saturday April 30 and Sunday May 1,
if necessary, in a best of three
series against second seed WPI.
"We have a lot of experience
and enjoy playing in meaningful
games," said Smith. "If we play
Wheaton baseball for nine innings we're going to have a great
chance of winning when all is said
and done."

